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AFRICAN-AMERICANS ARE UNDERREPRESENTED WHEN IT COMES  
TO  SCORING AND SOUND EFFECTS, BUT THESE EXECUTIVES ARE MAKING 

NOISE AND BREAKING BARRIERS
B y  T O M I K A  A N D E R S O N

Track Stars
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T 
he classic, “Rock Steady”-style break 
beat that Dizzee and company stroll in 
on in Netflix’s The Get Down.

The Meshell Ndegeocello-backed 
lovemaking session between Nova and 
Calvin on OWN’s Queen Sugar.

The paralyzing screech of strings 
when Chris is doomed to the “sunken 

place” in Jordan Peele’s Get Out.
As any Hollywood producer can attest, music and sound can pos-

itively make or break a project. The right notes played at the right 
time in the right sequence within a film can be just as memorable 
as the film itself (the Jaws theme, anyone?).  The men and women 
behind the soundboard, therefore, are arguably as important as the 
ones behind the camera. Yet Black folks are largely underrepre-
sented in such critical and competitive roles in Hollywood, particu-
larly as music composers, music supervisors and sound engineers, 
generally because they’re unaware that these opportunities exist or 
are unsure of how to break in.

That was Nickelodeon’s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles music com-
poser and arranger Sebastian Evans’ story. The Bay Area native 
knew at age 7 he wanted to write music for movies after he heard 
the clash of the horns and strings in Return of the Jedi but didn’t 
get his big break until he moved to LA and stood in line to see Star 
Wars: Episode I – The Phantom Menace. “Believe it or not, I met 
some fellow Star Wars geeks who worked—or would later work—in 
Hollywood,” says Evans, who had previously shopped his demo to 

anyone who would listen, with no success. “One of the guys worked 
for Disney. He got me a tryout for one of its shows, and that’s how 
I got in,” he explains of his journey following in the footsteps of 
some of Black America’s most famous Hollywood composers, 
Quincy Jones and Wu-Tang’s RZA. In his role, Evans’ job is to take 
an almost completed animated project, with zero music or side ef-
fects, and specially create them from scratch. Informally trained, 
he learned to do this by studying music and music theory in high 
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ABOVE: Cast members of the Netflix 1970s musical drama series The Get 
Down. BELOW: Sebastian Evans knew he wanted to compose music for 
films after seeing Return of the Jedi as a child.
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school, teaching himself how to play the piano, drums and other 
instruments and participating in the marching band and orchestra. 
With a musical knowledge that ranges from Bach to Rick Ross, the 
composer has created scores for a number of other animated shows 
such as Cartoon Network’s Ben 10: Omniverse. He’s also scored proj-
ects for Warner Brothers and Fox. 

The music supervisor of OWN’s Greenleaf, Angela Jollivette, 
had a similar date with fate. The longtime gospel DJ and radio 
host got her start in television production managing and oversee-

ing the gospel and Christian music fields for the Grammy Awards 
when Oprah’s people came a-knocking last year. She was ready. 
“Networking was one of the biggest keys to me eventually being 
presented with this opportunity,” says Jollivette, pointing to her 
more than 10-year relationship with the Grammys and all the Hol-
lywood players she’s connected with through it. “I’m pretty much 
responsible for any of the music you hear on the show this season,” 
she says of her process of choosing artists and songs to musically 
illustrate every scene of each episode of the hit TV show. “Whether 
it’s background source music or anything performed on-camera—
such as special appearances or performances by Kirk Franklin or 

Mary Mary—that music is either 
prerecorded, pre-existing or is be-
ing recreated by our producer in 
Atlanta,” she says.” “I will work 
with all our sound and music peo-
ple to make sure all our musical 
bases are covered.” 

And though the creative work is 
largely intuitive based on her long 
career in gospel music, Jollivette, 
who goes by the moniker DJ Moon-
baby, emphasizes that her job is 
just as much technical as it is cre-
ative. “You’ve got to pay very close 
attention to detail in this job be-
cause you’re working very quickly 
with a lot of people across various 
departments,” she says of having 
just one week’s turnaround time 
per episode. “A [network such as 
OWN] is hiring you to make sure 
all the red tape is cleared in rela-
tion to licensing and contracting, 
which makes it necessary for you 
to develop those skills as well.”

BET producer Jesse Collins 
does not have a background in music, but he certainly knows tal-
ent when he hears it. Last year, he helped draft the dream team of 
music maestros—legendary producers Babyface, Jimmy Jam and 
Terry Lewis, along with industry veteran Adam Blackstone—to 
recreate the New Edition catalog for the network’s recent ratings 
smash The New Edition Story. The series captivated Black Twitter 
for three consecutive nights. “Music is a great time stamp,” he says 
of working with his team to develop a score and soundtrack that 
did justice to the beloved R&B group. “It’s a great way to create 
emotion, to push the story. [Music is] like another character. If you 
can find a team that’s on the same page with you about that, then 
you’re off and running,” he says. 

The LA-based executive says that in addition to composers, ar-
rangers and music supervisors, there’s always a need for talented 
mixers and sound engineers. “Mixers are key because they’re go-
ing to find all the sounds and [sonic] nuances that will make the 
soundtrack come together and feel real. [For the New Edition 
project,] a lot of effort went into picking the right song for [the 
characters] to be listening to in a particular moment or making 
sure the noise outside their apartment was the right noise,” he says. 
“[Whether the scene] was about capturing a celebration, an angry 
moment or whatever is going on in the movie, the mixer and the 
sound engineer help lay it all out in a way that accomplishes the 
spirit of the scene and what the actors are trying to convey.” 

So where does one go to get the attention of a producer such 
as Collins? Anywhere from a Hollywood studio lot to Instagram. 
“My post-production crew found a lot of the people who did The 
New Edition Story sound mix right on the Paramount lot,” he says. 
“Guys with incredible credits who mixed shows like Empire. Beyond 
that,” he adds, “it’s a lot of word of mouth. I might hear about 
people who are great music producers or have mixed a great record 
or created new sound on an internet series. Nowadays, there are 
so many platforms to get your work out there so you can be seen. 
I’ll watch an Instagram video and pay attention to who shot it and 
what they did with it. It’s all about the art and the hustle.” 

A C H I E V E    Music Maestros      

Nowadays, there are so many plat-
forms to get your work out there 
so you can be seen. I’ll watch an 

Instagram video and pay attention 
to who shot it and what they did 
with it. It’s all about the art and 

the hustle.

Jesse Collins
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